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AI Tools Entering the Industry

What is “Artificial Intelligence”?
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Artificial 
Intelligence

Any technique that 
allows computers to 
mimic human behavior. 
These behaviors are 
often predetermined 
and logical in nature.

Machine Learning

Techniques that allow 
computers to improve 
with experience. These 
methods are normally 
statistically based (i.e.: 
training a model)

Deep Learning

Techniques that allow 
computers to mimic the 
human neural network 
and learn in an 
unsupervised way.
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Audit Use Cases for AI
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• Text recognition/extraction

• Codified field conversion

• Assessment of full populations

• Anomaly detection

• Risk scoring

• Sample selections

• Many others
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AI Software Providers
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Audit

• MindBridge

• AI XPRT

• Auditmap

• OSP

• PwC GL.ai

Accounting

• Blue dot

• Vic.ai

• Indy

• Osome

• Docyt



AI Tools Entering the Industry

Important Considerations
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• Most audit offerings revolve around discovery/scoping

• Reliance on service providers in an audit

• Vendor due diligence considerations

• Data security

• Data integrity

• Explainability (current vs. future)

• Limitations



AI Tools Entering the Industry

Current State
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Artificial Intelligence

• Readily available
• Standardized rules
• Easily explained
• Follows human logic
• Opportunities

• Automation
• Anomaly detection in 

static environment

Machine Learning

• Somewhat available
• Rules based
• Explainable with effort
• Born out of human logic
• Opportunities

• Anomaly detection in 
changing environment

Deep Learning

• Largely unavailable/unused
• Synthesizes human logic based on neural 

networks
• Lacks Explainability
• Opportunities:

• Will be tough to gain comfort/approval 
under stringent auditing standards

Auditor 
judgment?



Embedded Audit Modules
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What are “EAMs”?
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Embedded Audit Modules are strands of code built into software 
applications that are designed to capture information of audit 
significance in real time.

Auditors can access and review information in real time rather than 
compressing their review of pertinent information into scheduled 
fieldwork. EAMs also reduce the time and effort spent by clients 
pulling information to fulfill request lists.

Embedded Audit Modules



Continuous Auditing
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• Goals of continuous auditing:
• Smoothed ‘busy season’
• Earlier detection of abnormalities
• Ability to dig deep on material transactions sooner

• Viable alternatives:
• Pulling work forward
• Spreading risky audit areas throughout the year
• Open lines of communication
• Open access to accounting records/data

Embedded Audit Modules



Non-EAM Continuous Audit
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External Audit

• Quarterly journal entry testing
• Detailed review of entries meeting risk criteria
• Rules based triggers that flag transactions

Internal Audit

• Recurring analysis to provide on going monitoring of high-risk areas

• Doesn’t have to be based on a ‘live’ data feed. 

Embedded Audit Modules



• Microsoft Excel/Power BI

• Programming languages

• Specialized software

• Robotic Process Automation
(RPA)
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Other Forms of Automation
Embedded Audit Modules



• By building an analytical process in a manner that “stores” procedures, data 

preparation and analysis can be quickly executed
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Automation Solutions
Embedded Audit Modules



Industry: Packaged Food Manufacturing
Problem Area: Production planning

Legacy Process Automated Process

30+ minutes/refresh Time (actively spent) 2 minutes/day

Excel Final File Type Excel

• Each morning, the plant manager:
• Pulls up the following reports: (1) Sales Orders (2) Shipments 

(3) Inventory
• Filters the reports for applicable information then pastes data 

into a source tab in the production planning workbook
• Calculates amounts to be shipped that day (by comparing 

sales orders to outgoing shipments)
• Identifies inventory shortages resulting from outstanding 

sales orders
• Adjusts production plan as necessary
• Oversees physical changes in production resulting from 

adjustments identified

Process

• On an ongoing basis the plant manager:
• Reviews inventory shortages automatically flagged by the 

updated workbook
• Oversees physical changes in production resulting from 

adjustments identified

• Manual (data is pulled)
• Reactive
• Updated once daily
• Versioning control issues

Problems | Advantages

• Automated (data is pushed)
• Updated constantly
• Allows multiple individuals to view and interact with production 

planning workbook simultaneously
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Automation Case Study - Excel
Embedded Audit Modules



Step 1: Link external data sources in Excel Step 2: Create a data model to manage relationships

Step 3: Have live data feed pivot tables detailing: Step 4: Redesign calculations intended to identify inventory shortages and
apply conditional formatting for an enhanced user experience

• Cases on order
• Cases shipped
• Cases in inventory
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Automation Case Study - Excel
Embedded Audit Modules



Industry: Financial Services
Problem Area: Fair Credit Reporting Act – Metro2 Data Furnishing

Legacy Process Automated Process

~4 hours Time (actively spent) ~45 seconds

Sample Loans Reviewed Complete Population

5 Tests Performed 47

Manual Excel Review Method Automated Software

• The internal auditor uses the codified Metro2 credit reporting 
document and selects a sample of loans for testing.

• Credit reporting information related to that sample is decodified to 
allow the internal auditor to understand the information being 
reported.

• 5-10 high risk data fields are reviewed to ensure information reported 
to credit bureaus is accurate.

Process

• Codified Metro2 submission file is loaded into the established process 
within the software.

• The internal auditor presses “play”.
• Results for 47 unique data validation tests are summarized and 

documented automatically through the process and provided to the 
user in an /csv data file.

• Testing performed on a sample
• Only high-risk data fields are considered
• Requires extensive experience to perform
• Manual documentation of findings required

Problems | Advantages

• Testing entire population
• 47 comprehensive tests performed covering more unique and 

nuanced reporting rules
• Documentation of findings is automated
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Automation Case Study - Software
Embedded Audit Modules



Codified data input provided to credit reporting bureaus.
• 426 data fields reporting information from borrower name, to their credit score and 24-month payment history.
• Many institutions rely blindly on the information flowing from their core system into this report.
• Reporting errors could have a direct impact on the borrower’s credit score. 
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Automation Case Study - Excel
Embedded Audit Modules



Step 1: Build out automated ETL process that takes the input (codified Metro2) file and translates it into readable data fields

Step 2: Translate reporting rules and requirements into a series of if/then logic statements to run the data through
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Automation Case Study - Excel
Embedded Audit Modules



Step 3: Summarize results in a simple output file detailing the tests performed, the outcome and detailed data to allow for further investigation, as necessary.
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Automation Case Study - Excel
Embedded Audit Modules



Data Analytics
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What is “data analytics”?

A process designed to uncover useful information, inform 
conclusions and support decision-making through the use of 
data.
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Descriptive

What 
happened?

Diagnostic

What caused 
it?

Predictive

What will 
happen?

Prescriptive

How can we 
prevent or 
ensure it?
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Data Analytics

Types of Analytics

Required amount of (1) Data, (2) Literacy, (3) Buy in



• Single Analysis

• Recurring Analysis

Analysis Frequency
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Data Analytics



• Large value in finding a solution

• Continued evaluation is unnecessary

• Likely a strategic priority

• Examples: major capital projects, investigation of known fraud, etc.

Single Analysis
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Data Analytics



• Continued monitoring provides value

• Upfront “costs” can be spread over several uses

• Can serve as building blocks for an analytically heavy IA/Ops program

• Continued process improvement

• Allows for process automation 

• Examples: employee expense review, quarterly ratio review, etc.

Recurring/Continuous Analysis
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Data Analytics



Finance/HR

• Financial dashboarding
• Peer comparisons
• Historical trends
• Budget v. actual
• Stress testing
• Financial forecasting
• Employee turnover
• Risk tolerance KPIs

Development

• Performance metrics
• Staff efficiency
• New donor conversion
• Donor satisfaction
• Donor turnover
• Marketing analytics
• Geographic Analysis

Compliance/Audit

• Employee expenses
• Anomaly detection
• Fraud detection
• Data quality reviews
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Opportunities for Deployment
Data Analytics



Analytics: Financial Examples
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Financial Analytics
Data Analytics
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Analytics: Non-Financial Examples
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1. Question

• What do we 
want to better 
understand?

2. Data[1]

• What data will 
we need to 
perform the 
analysis?

• Is it 
valid/accurate?

3. Analyze

• Perform the 
analysis.

4. Evaluate

• Review the 
results and 
consider 
whether the 
results make 
sense. 

• What is the 
data telling us?

5. Report

• Share the 
newfound 
insights with 
others.

• Drive 
organizational 
change

[1] Data considerations:
• Needs to be in a useable format
• Needs to be complete and accurate (reconcile it)
• Keep a copy of the original
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Performing the Analysis
Data Analytics



Strategic Alignment
-Establish goals -Define success -Align stakeholders
-Create inclusivity -ROI/Business Impact

Data Considerations
-Data sources -Data quality -Available resources
-Team capabilities

Transparency
-Progress reports -Embrace failure -Celebrate successes

Build Momentum
-Incremental gains -Prioritize ROI/Visibility -Track/Report ROI
-Continue learning/adopting best practices
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Areas of Consideration
Data Analytics



Impact of New Technologies 
and Visions of the Future
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Impact of New Technologies and Visions of the Future

Technologies to Be Aware Of
• Cloud Based Software / Computing

• Blockchain / Decentralized Ledgers

• Smart Contracts

• Automated Accounting Technology

• Artificial Intelligence / Machine Learning
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Gartner Hype Cycle

Impact of New Technologies and Visions of the Future
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Impact of New Technologies and Visions of the Future

Opinions
• Humans will be tasked with less objective, more subjective, work sets

• Increased automation of repetitive tasks

• Adoption of advanced machine learning techniques will be tempered by understandability

• Smart contracts provide indisputable audit evidence

• Organizations’ ability to leverage and adopt new technologies will never surpass individual employees’ 
willingness to accept, understand and engage with said technologies.
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Questions
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Disclaimer
This material was used by Elliott Davis during an oral presentation; it is not a complete record of the discussion.
This presentation is for informational purposes and does not contain or convey specific advice. It should not be
used or relied upon in regard to any particular situation or circumstances without first consulting the
appropriate advisor. No part of the presentation may be circulated, quoted, or reproduced for distribution
without prior written approval from Elliott Davis.
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STAY IN TOUCH

Alek Bevensee, CPA
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alek.bevensee@elliottdavis.com
704.808.5213
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